Marriage equality? New legislation in Michigan may allow for marriage equality in near future

By Megan Menzer Staff Writer

A monumental decision is underway in the state of Michigan. Two Detroit couples are bringing their case to the U.S. Constitution and discriminates against same-sex couples in the state. The couples, Rowse and Friedman, are challenging the ban on marriage in the state of Michigan.

United States District Judge Bernard Friedman listened to the couple's case and dismissed the lawsuit against the state. The women, April DeBoer and Jayne Rowse, challenged the state's ban on same-sex marriage but prohibited same-sex couples from adopting each other's children. The two Detroit women, April DeBoer and Jayne Rowse, filed a lawsuit against the state on October 9, 2013. The women were there and all of it was very good to know your dollars are being spent to support a cause that you believe in. According to the Saugatuck vendor prices would be made soon, United States National Security Agency whistle-blower Edward Snowden, a former U.S. N.S.A. contractor, leaked a report in February.
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**Living Learning Community Spotlight: Willowbrook**

**By Mayra Mendoza**

Staff Writer

Aquinas College is home to a variety of Living Learning Communities (LLCs). Each LLC is unique. However, they all have at least one thing in common: they all aim to provide a supportive and welcoming environment for students. 

The Domus House, located in Willowbrook Living Learning Community (LLC), encourages students to engage in cultural activities together. The domus houses 13 young women, 11 of which are from different ethnicities and 12 from different majors in the house. 

"What we want to do is provide an opportunity for students to academically and culturally thrive within the LLC," said Sophomore Ashley Trocinski. 

"We want to create a space where everyone can come together and the house is a place where everyone can feel comfortable and supported." 

The domus house is responsible for organizing events and activities. This includes potlucks, dinners, and general events. All members of the house are required to come and help contribute to the events. 

A senior from the domus house said, "The house is a place where everyone can come and feel comfortable. To have someone to come and see how the house is doing and get to know the other students." 

Trocinski and her housemates work together to create events and activities that everyone can enjoy. They work together to ensure that everyone feels included and welcome. 
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Fall into autumn fun

Aquinas campus fall felt festive with plenty of events for Halloween

By Emily Elias

Halloweekend was full of festive Halloween activities in various locations across campus for the fall semester. Both campus life and programming boards collaborated with putting together this weekend of excitement.

Marketing interns for Campus Life Devon Klomp said, "I communicated with the registered student organizations (RSO) and departments that were putting on events to put together the marketing materials for all Halloween activities." Programming board advisor Josh Waltland added, "My department put on the Pinterest Party because we got to see all the RSOs come together to provide programming for AQ students." Any student, whether they are a part of a registered organization or not, can also event ideas with campus life, programming board, or any student registered organization.

Students given many decorating opportunities at the Pinterest Party that took place in the Carriage House on Tuesday, October 28. Coffee mugs and shot glasses were available to be painted. Students also had the opportunity to make a mini mason jar with leaves, glitter, paint and could have a cork candle to take home.

Aquinas priest Father Stan Drongowski had a discussion about exorcisms and satanic activity on October 30. He explained an exorcism is held to free an individual from demonic influence. Drongowski gave a lot of advice on how to deal with the demonic, and how to avoid encounters with the demonic.

There were other activities such as a donut eating contest. "It was something I've never been before, something fun to do, and it was fun to embarrass myself in front of friends and strangers" said junior Chuck Tyler. There was also food available for students such as apple cider, caramel apples, donuts and cake.

Fall Fest took place at the Cook Carriage House during the day on October 31. Many RSOs were set up around the Carriage House, and each club had activities for students to partake in and all sign ups were new members could join.

St. Joseph Hall was the final location with another spooky haunted hall. This year, the anticipated event was round the Avatar. Faculty and students were able to change hall student line up outside the resident hall and then gather in small groups. Small groups were guided through the hall by faculty dressed up in creepy doctors and peasants. Students filled the rooms along with senior patients, loud hanging lanterns and darkness.

Aquinas showed its love for all things autumn winds. A Wind storm took down a large tree on campus last November. Many RSOs were set up outside the resident halls by faculty dressed up as creepy characters and had activities for students to participate in and had sign ups so new members could join.

Halloween in limbo

Detroit's future hangs on mayoral election and bankruptcy hearings

By Laura Farrell

With election day now over, the future of Detroit hangs in the balance. Along with the elections regarding the validity of Detroit's bankrupt status are hanging on.

On Tuesday, November 5, the city voted in a new mayor. With the previous mayor Kwame Kilpatrick serving a 2 ½ year prison sentence for racketeering and the appointed emergency manager running the city, there was much excitement over the mayoral election. Although2013 Michigan's wolf population has been on the rise and will serve a greater purpose. Over the past few months as wolves were declared a "game animal" this year, the State of Michigan had to decide its take on the hunting laws. In the past decade, the Michigan wolf population has notably been on the rise. The species was on the endangered list in 2012, but this year there are an estimated 358 wolves in the Upper Peninsula.

The State of Michigan is selling 1,200 wolf hunting licenses for the hunt that will start on November 15 and last through December, or until 43 wolves are killed. The license costs $100 for Michigan residents and $500 for non-Michigan residents.

Hunting wolf will play out in three different areas in the Upper Peninsula. Only the limit of killed wolves is determined, and other wolves are required to report hunted wolves within 24 hours, the area will be closed. Hunters are expected to call in each day to see what the count is up to now.

The species was on the endangered list in 2012, but this year there are an estimated 358 wolves in the Upper Peninsula>
A little satire never hurt anybody

By Chuck Iffit
Editor-in-Chief

Opinion pieces are a common occurrence in our media culture. Every newspaper and magazine that has any type of readership will often have opinion blogs or columns that allow people to express their opinions and engage in lively debate. This is done to encourage people to voice their opinions and ideas, and also to disseminate their views to others.

People get caught up in their opinions and they become inflammatory, shaming the other side of the argument and making everything seem as though it is black and white. Things are not that simple, and these pieces often do nothing to convince the other side that they are wrong. It merely cements the opinions of those on either side. These opinions are often toned back anyway for fear of offending those who already support them. For this reason, one of the best sources of editors and opinion pieces is The Saint. Though many dismiss them as another horror website, they often hide near the back behind walls of humor and satire. They are one of the few or at least most well-known sources of satire in the area. I say we should fight back against the aforementioned article. That is not the "satire" of much of today's humor; it is more along the lines of Vulture or the Saint, which says things through satire. I really feel anyone else is too afraid to say this. This opinion perspective needs to be like.

How to Deal with the Christmas Season

By Stephanie Glisk
Editor-in-Chief

Good friends and fellow students as you may have noticed, as soon as the clock hit 12:00 a.m. on November first, stores put sale signs on all of their Halloween merchandise and began stocking fresh candles, candy and gifts. Every year, the November season is the last quick-foolishness. With or without it, the Saint has to stop. The Christmas season, or as it should be called, the Consumerism, Goodwill, Papa Emmett, and Fake Christmas media, fool us into thinking the American great. Any third-wave feminist worth his or her salt does not hate men; such a view is far beyond the point of feminism as a movement.

Men can be discriminated against because of their gender, but third-wave feminists also try to address this. Starting in the 1980's, third-wave feminism, and the film Rambo III

Exploring the different definitions of feminism

By Regan Levitte
Editor

In the last issue of The Saint, Mr. Daniel Luckenbaugh titled his column "America Run the American man right?" among various other points. While I do not dispute that certain feminism is not a women's issue, it is a fight between men and women. It is not a human rights issue, it is a gender issue. Any third-wave feminist worth her salt does not hate men; such a view is far beyond the point of feminism as a movement. However, it is absolutely wrong to say that men are banned by feminism or our growing power, consider that only 17 out of the 395-person Senate in the 113th Congress are women. In fact, in 2013, 90% of male congressmen were referred to as "Mr." or simply "Member," while 92% of women congresswomen were referred to as "Ms." or "Congresswoman." Mr. Luckenbaugh claims that "I am a man, and I will probably take care of my family." This is a deep issue of the generation gap, and we need to talk about the issues of gender equality in our society. Ms. Clinton calls on the men to stand up and support women, and the issue of gender equality is not just a women's issue. It is a human rights issue.

The basic idea behind feminism is that men and women should be treated equally. Any third-wave feminist worth her salt recognizes that this is not a simple black and white issue, but rather a complex issue of the interplay between gender, society, and culture. In today's world, it is important to recognize that feminism is not just a way to change the status quo, but also a way to challenge the norms and values that perpetuate gender inequality. Any third-wave feminist worth her salt recognizes that this is not a simple black and white issue, but rather a complex issue of the interplay between gender, society, and culture. In today's world, it is important to recognize that feminism is not just a way to change the status quo, but also a way to challenge the norms and values that perpetuate gender inequality.

In conclusion, any third-wave feminist worth her salt recognizes that feminism is not just a way to change the status quo, but also a way to challenge the norms and values that perpetuate gender inequality. It is important to recognize that feminism is not just a way to change the status quo, but also a way to challenge the norms and values that perpetuate gender inequality.
The original Carrie is a horror in the genre. If you've paid your little bit of attention to pop culture, you probably know it: she's been around for nearly a decade. Before, just mentioning the film instantly evokes the image of Sissy Spacek, wide-eyed and covered head to toe in pig's blood. So how do you ton down an iconic horror film and make it fresh while keeping all the elements that made it great in the first place? Hollywood's nuovo remake succeeds, at a perilously slow pace.

The new Carrie is not the Garth enabler we've come to expect. Instead, it's a stronger, more confident portrayal of the titular character. Although it lacks the same level of campiness as Spacek's version, it still manages to retain the essence of the original's most chilling moments. The film's narrative is tighter and more focused, allowing for a more intense and unsettling viewing experience.

Carrie's relationship with her mother (Audrey) is also explored in greater depth, providing a greater understanding of what drives her to lash out in such a devastating manner. The film's ending leaves room for speculation and raises questions that could be addressed in future installments.

In conclusion, the remake of Carrie is a satisfying update of the classic horror tale. It manages to capture the essence of the original while also offering a fresh take on the story. It's a must-watch for fans of the genre and those who appreciate a well-told tale of terror.
Skye Feather lights up the darkness

By Cait Hilton

The Saint Reporter

FEATHERED FEATURES

Sheen's speaking tour begins Friday, November 15th

By Yashowanto Ghosh
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College football update

By Se Hildenbrand

The Michigan State Spartans have experienced a phenomenal season so far. Following a 1-4 start against Rutgers, the Spartans played a solid game against the Illinois Fighting Illini with a win of 30-14. This victory has put them in a position to play against one of the nation's top teams. Connor Cook has improved as a quarterback this season, especially in this game, throwing for 112 percent completion 208 yards as well as three touchdowns and no interceptions. Jeremy Langford had 112 yards on 24 carries with two touchdowns.

The following week features the highly rated Michigan State vs. University of Michigan. This is a rivalry game where Michigan State has dominated in both offense and defense. Connor Cook threw three touchdowns, leading the Spartans to a 63-10 victory. Cook's performance showcased his ability to lead his team to victory.

Aubinays stays competitive in conference championship

By Taylor Hodges

The Detroit Red Wings have played an impressive season so far. They have a record of 64-48, and they are pushing in the second and tie it up 2-2 beating the Flames player Curtis Glencross, who has 13 points in 14 games and leads the team in points so far in his six game stint with the Wings. They have an overall record of 8-4-2, which is crucial at this point in the season. With practice, determination and a cocky attitude, we are trying to get better every day. We aren't going to have any action with the Wings this season. Following the 2-2 tie against the Wings, the Saints will play next Thursday, November 7, against the Dallas Stars.
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**Detroit Lions**

By Joe Foldenauer

The Detroit Lions suffered a tough loss this past weekend as they fell 24-17 to the Falcons. The loss caps a three-game losing streak with three touchdowns. Generally, the team played well, but their record fell to 4-5 as no combination game was without any statistics, but it was not enough. Calvin Johnson had 112 yards with one touchdown. Bush also had 24 yards for 177. The loss was disappointing as it ended a two-game winning streak that helped them gain the win. The Lions are now the worst team in the NFC, following their blowout loss to the Dallas Cowboys, winning 31-10. The game was the final game of the season for the Lions and Cowley, especially leading up to this game, they are expected to do even worse.

**Aquinas hockey continues to win**

By Alyssa Frese

Alyssa Frese
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